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SEMILLA WARUNKWA 
In consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council 

UNPFII Twentieth Session: 19-30 April 2021 
Item 3:  “Peace,  justice and strong institutions:  the  role  of  indigenous peoples  in  implementing
Sustainable Development Goal 16” 

Greetings, 

Taking into consideration, this year’s theme the organization SEMILLA WARUNKWA highlights
and  promotes  Peace  and  Justice  for  Indigenous  Peoples  as  caretakers  of  Mother  Earth.
Internationally frontline land defenders and water protectors are criminalized, persecuted, attacked,
murdered  and  imprisoned  for  protecting  our  communities  and  Mother  Earth  for  our  future
generations. 

Perfect examples in Central and South America were our sisters Berta Caceres in 2016 and Cristina
Bautista in 2019 who were both mercilessly murdered for actively and bravely speaking up in the
protection of their ancestral territories and communities. 

Presently  here  in  North  America  Steve  Martinez  is  in  prison for  standing in  protection  of  the
Missouri River at Standing Rock and for speaking up with his SILENCE. 

Thousands more  across  the  world  like  them have been silenced and striped  of  their  rights  for
protecting the sacred and pursuing a beautiful home for our children and future generations. 

The organization urgently and humbly recommends the creation and implementation of a Legal-Aid
body within the Expert Mechanism of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where these cases can be
NOT ONLY reported  and filed,  but  most  importantly  and urgently  provided with  actual  Legal
representation, funding, protection and support from beginning to end to pursue demand and obtain
justice. 

Actual legal intervention, representation and follow up from within this international arena must be
made to protect Indigenous Frontline Warriors and their families. They must not be left alone to
walk and battle an unjust system that continues to quietly violate their rights after they or their
loved ones have sacrificed everything including their lives in the protection of Indigenous Peoples
and Mother Earth.

In the Spirit of Unity, 

Claudia Velandia-Onofre 
International Liaison 
SEMILLA WARUNKWA 
In consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council
 --------------------------------------------------- 

Under separate cover we have included the Intervention made by: Leta Killer [ Oglala Lakota /
Arikara we have also emailed as per the request. 
• Agenda Item 5 (d). 
Human rights dialogue with the Special Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous Peoples and the
Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 


